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Meet the motion capture suits: Ball - Includes the "Hologram" suit: This suit recreates a player's body shape as a holographic display. It helps players manage the ball and reproduce high-energy balls. This suit uses data
acquired from ball touches, as well as accelerometer and magnetometer data. On the Ball - This include two types of suits, in addition to the Hologram: a flexible, thin, and lightweight suit; and a more conventional motion
capture suit. The flexible suit is used for tracking fast-paced actions in tight spaces, such as headers, balls played from back-passes or crosses. The conventional motion capture suit is used for tracking post-contact actions,
such as dribbling, free kicks and throw-ins. Sprint - This includes two motion capture suits: a lightweight suit and a more conventional motion capture suit. The lightweight suit captures sprint and sprint transitions. The
conventional motion capture suit allows players to more easily manage sprint transitions. Tracking - This suit includes two types of motion capture suit: a flexible, lightweight suit; and a more conventional motion capture
suit. The flexible motion capture suit is used for tracking faster pace actions, such as sprints and sprint transitions. The more conventional motion capture suit is used for slower pace, distance-based action, such as taking a
corner. Passing - This includes two types of motion capture suits: a flexible, lightweight suit; and a more conventional motion capture suit. The flexible motion capture suit is used to track passes, while the more conventional
motion capture suit allows players to more easily manage passes, because of its high degree of freedom. Head - This includes three types of motion capture suits: a flexible, lightweight suit; a more conventional motion
capture suit; and a super-lightweight, small size, yet highly accurate and reliable "Hologram" suit. The flexible motion capture suit is used for detecting heading actions, such as heading the ball or taking an aerial shot. The
more conventional motion capture suit is used to track heading away from opponents. The super-lightweight, small size, yet highly accurate and reliable Hologram suit is used to track heading against opponents. Dribbling This includes three types of motion capture suits: a flexible, lightweight suit; a more conventional motion capture suit; and a super-lightweight, small size, yet highly accurate and reliable
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Fifa 22 Features Key:
Live Out Your Dreams as a Manager and a Player – Live out your dreams in a 3D world of football management and player development
Create Your Own Club With True Kits, Player Faces – a new club creation tool lets you play as the club you dream about. Design your club's kits and choose your club's logo in a level editor. Showcase your club in the FIFA Ultimate Team Stadium.
True Player Caroms –
Create Your Own Stadium – Make your own stadium and place it anywhere on the pitch. Change pitch dimensions and the location of the goals and the number of corners. Optimise the pitch with custom grass and add your club's emblem to the pitch.
Move to 3D football – True physics make players run, jump, and slide, and help you defend, attack, and control the ball.
Optimised CPU AI – From wall passes, through-balls, and on-ball control, the full player engine delivers all the improvements from the ground up. From a new procedural goalkeeper AI, up to new reactive behaviour for all players.
Turn-based game engine – No longer will the game have insane lag between moves, simply make an action to start a turn.
New commentary – Fully licensed commentators with authentic commentary on the pitch.
Master Reactions – Reactions are now an all-new feature allowing players to react to a wide variety of scenarios, whether it's a goal, a red card or a corner.
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FIFA is the world’s most popular sports video game franchise, celebrating a century of global storytelling thanks to the passionate football fans around the world. It is the sixth year of our partnership with EA SPORTS and our
longest partnership ever. FIFA mobile will launch in 2019 and later in 2019, EA SPORTS will release FIFA 20 and Madden NFL 20. What is FIFA Ultimate Team? The game that puts fans in the center of the action and lets them
create and share content. The game that provides unrivaled ownership experience across all key aspects of the game: from on-pitch action to virtual items. FIFA Ultimate Team is evolving – with new ways to experience
ownership. A new Guide feature gives players a constantly updated journey through the history of the most important players in the game, while a new TROPHY CHASE feature allows them to compete for the best players of
all time. Ultimate Team also features expanded gameplay depth that includes: the ability to transfer a squad from one game to another during the FUT Draft; new squads; new Premium Squads, where new members feature
who are available only through FUT Draft or to purchase with in-game currency; on-field extras that affect gameplay; new academy features for growing your own superstar players; and new Seasons that let players compete
in meaningful online competitions. What is FIFA 20? EA SPORTS FIFA 20 is a new football simulation that delivers the most authentic experience on console. For the first time, EA SPORTS FIFA 20 will build upon the success of
FIFA 19 by completely overhauling the controls in-game to be more responsive and tactile. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 introduces key gameplay innovations that puts fans in the center of the action: new Speed Shots; accurate Ball
Physics; improved In-Play Experience; a new Tactical Pad; and a new new Review Play mode that gives players the chance to play the full game on one pitch using a controller. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 also introduces the most
complete collection of licensed players and teams ever in a game. EA SPORTS FIFA 20 is powered by the Frostbite engine and built from the ground up on next-gen consoles. Frostbite has powered the best-selling franchises
in the past, including Battlefield, Call of Duty, and Star Wars Battlefront. From competitive tournaments to FIFA Ultimate Team, FIFA 20 is the game that brings you closer to the world’s greatest game than ever before.
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Customise your career with FIFA Ultimate Team, the all-new way to build and play your Ultimate Team, available this year for the first time in FIFA history. Make your team a reality. Form your superstars. Discover, buy, sell,
trade, and negotiate player contracts with all your favourite players and clubs. Plus, for the first time ever, build, train, and unleash superstars in FUT Drafts. And make your mark on the game with FUT stadiums, which you
can customise to suit your personality and tastes. FIFA Ultimate Team is where your journey begins. Pitch, Ball, Players – For the first time ever in FIFA soccer history, you can now edit and modify the official licensed FIFA
Real Player Pitch, Ball, Player, and Match Graphics. The Pitch Editor will give you the opportunity to do things like host the Summer Olympics or anything else you want to prove that you’re the world’s best pitch! This is also
the first time in FIFA soccer history where you can edit and modify the Official Licensed FIFA Ball. The Ball Editor will give you the opportunity to create your own dribbling moves, boomerangs and many other hilarious ball
tricks that only you could perform. The Ball Editor also allows you to edit the look of the entire game in relation to your Ball. Lastly, the Ball Editor will give you the opportunity to create your own unique player look-up table
that will allow you to customize the appearance of every player in the game. The in-game pitch editor makes creating a perfect pitch a snap GAME SET UP – FIFA 22 offers the most comprehensive range of gameplay settings
and game modes in the franchise’s history to ensure that players of all skill levels can enjoy the game. All settings can now be saved for instant recall, making it easier than ever to get into the soccer swing of things, no
matter what type of game you’re playing. Additionally, the FIFA Ultimate Team game mode has been restructured to provide a more balanced gameplay experience, while the new and improved FIFA Football (video game)
editor gives players even more customization options and flexibility. FIFA 22 also introduces Rule of the Game, the first ever all-new refereeing system in a FIFA video game, as well as a selection of new gameplay
innovations. SENIOR RULE OF THE GAME – Rule of the Game marks the first time in the history of FIFA that players are now given a choice to pick and choose which plays they
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What's new:
New Introductory Season Mode – Play from beginner to advanced in a new season that lets you earn FIFA points every time you unlock a skill or the latest kit. Show your skills with three pro teams: Real Madrid, Barcelona,
and Bayern München.
New Pro Experience Mode – Join 30 of the world’s greatest coaches on a side-by-side football journey through one of six different countries. Defend the goal and finish top of the league to prove your coaching skills.
Balanced competitive experience – Picks up where the Champions League left off with a year-long emphasis on balancing gameplay with the drama of key competitions, including the English FA Cup, Italian Serie A, and
Spanish La Liga.
Drive and hoof it – Send your run or pass the way of the opposing team with only the aim of scoring an unstoppable goal. Pull off the kind of move that will leave the crowd cheering from the wrong side of the pitch.
Everything you do on the field has been carefully balanced to ensure every action is worth a reward in gameplay. What Player Gets FIFA 22 features only the ultimate footballers, with the most realistic ball physics and
gameplay mechanics. FIFA Premium also features 19 new Real Premier League player likenesses that look incredible. Fan favorite goalkeepers David de Gea and Thibaut Courtois appear as well as six new nationalities for
Barcelona, England, Germany, Italy, France, and Spain. And, for the first time in FIFA, English players check out their jerseys and graphics with a one-to-one comparison feature. Elemental Champions New to FIFA 22 is the
debut of the Elemental Champions series. Compete in an all-new story campaign starring your favorite elemental spirits and their champions as they drive real-world teams to victory through 14 epic maps. Six different
elemental powers can now be unlocked by earning in-game rewards, including gold and exclusive Skill Packs, as they face three team members of similar skill levels across four campaigns.
Match Day Step into the shoes of the Head Coach and lead your team to victory with more than 150 jobs and new roles for your formations. Add team chemistry to your squad through Formation roles that trigger in-match
stories based on player interactions like taunts, banter, and group positioning. New Zone Control allows you to instruct your players to clear a Zone or press up the pitch to pressure the opposition.
New
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the world’s most authentic football experience in video games. FIFA is a widely popular football game franchise developed and published by EA SPORTS. Three Ways to Play With over 10 years of continual
innovation and an array of features and gameplay modes to experience, FIFA brings its signature real-world gameplay experience to life like no other football game. "FIFA is a huge phenomenon worldwide, and the latest
edition of the series is the best it has ever been." Multiplayer Compete against other players in classic game types like Exhibition, Online and Co-Op, or join a FIFA World Cup™. Classic Game Types Soccer Authentic FIFA
gameplay with licensed teams, competitions, and stadiums with greater variety than ever before. FIFA World Cup™ FIFA World Cup™ gameplay is now powered by EA SPORTS™ FIFA World Cup™ Ultimate Team™: Available
exclusively on PlayStation 4, use real-world football stars, all-new cards, and more to build the ultimate team and win the biggest prize in world football. FIFA World Cup™ gameplay is now powered by EA SPORTS™ FIFA
World Cup™ Ultimate Team™: Available exclusively on PlayStation 4, use real-world football stars, all-new cards, and more to build the ultimate team and win the biggest prize in world football. Team Soccer A new Team
Soccer experience combines classic football game play with realistic officiating, enhanced gameplay, and the most in-depth commentary of any soccer game. Virtual Pro A new Highlight Reel enables fans to watch the best
moments of the season before they take the field. New Attacking Technique The return of the Virtual Pro Replays system allows for the full-motion capture of the best goal celebrations and shots from the best goalkeepers in
the world to be displayed in-game. FIFA Ultimate Team The Ultimate Team experience brings your complete collection of football players, stadiums, kits and other team items to life in the fast-paced, authentic action of realworld football. Start with nothing and build a team that has it all. EA SPORTS™ FIFA World Cup™ Ultimate Team™ brings this gameplay experience to life with all-new cards, trades, and legendary players like Lionel Messi.
Gameplay FIFA FIFA 22 continues to expand the action-packed gameplay of the original FIFA with all new game
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System Requirements:

PC – Intel® Core™ i3/i5/i7, AMD® A8, A10, Ryzen™ 2, Ryzen™ 3, Ryzen™ 4, Athlon™ or other recommended processors. CPU – Intel® HD Graphics or AMD® HD Graphics or equivalent. RAM – 4GB or more (8GB or more
recommended). GPU – Intel® HD4000 or AMD® HD5000 or equivalent. Storage – 20GB free hard disk space. Controller – Game pad required for certain games.
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